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Editor’s Note

Views expressed in this newsletter,
particularly in articles that profile
other industry bodies and independent
companies, do not necessarily reflect
the views of cidb. We do, however,
see them as an opportunity to spur
constructive debate. Thus we welcome
your comments on any article in our
publication. Likewise, if you would like
us to cover a particular issue, please let
us know.
Email us on ramim@cidb.org.za

ach year is an ever-shorter commodity, or so it would
appear. Before we’ve had a chance to settle into one
month, it turns into the next.

Matolong, an engineer with a refreshing outlook on life and
work, and on her role as an important fixture in the governance
structure of our organisation.

We’re just a few steps away from another milestone event in
our democracy – the 2019 national election. Sadly, nine million
eligible voters chose not to register this time around. They will
miss out on one of the most important rights afforded to us
as humans and creators of our own destiny. To those who will
put their cross to paper on 8 May, enjoy the day and celebrate
everything it represents.

The cidb team recently closed the page-packed book on another
year of challenge and achievement, and is now tallying up the
targets and subjecting the numbers to close scrutiny. We are
confident that the facts will support the notion that the cidb
is truly turning the corner after some trying years. We look
forward to sharing with you our showcase of the year gone –
our annual report. Of course, that will happen only later in the
year, but, as we know, that is a blink away.

The cidb greeted this momentous year with a file overflowing
with projects and initiatives that will take it into 2019/20
and beyond. You will read about some of these in this issue,
including the implementation of SANS 1734 to curb bribery and
corruption, the first in a series of overseas study tours to gather
international insights into work similar to ours, and our exciting
role in the WorldSkills competition, which is gaining momentum
year on year.

With that thought, it’s worth taking to heart the words of
author Earl Nightingale, who said: ‘Never give up on a dream
just because of the time it will take to accomplish it. The time
will pass anyway.’
Until we meet again in the next issue of Concrete, keep warm
and stay motivated.

You will meet construction industry superstar, Sharon Isaacs,
who has built a mega-successful business out of a need to
provide for her sons as a single mother.
We also introduce you to another Board dynamo in Mal
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Hardwired to be an
engineering hotshot

M

al Matolong was born for a career in engineering. You
could say she was genetically engineered to make the
choice. It was certainly clear to her from an early age
that that’s where her interest lay.
She regarded herself as fortunate to grow up in Mabopane
and Tlhabane, whose residents enjoyed essential public
infrastructure at the time, but holiday visits to her grandparents’
home revealed the disparities in provision of amenities in more
far-flung communities.
‘At primary school, I already knew what problems I wanted
to solve,’ she recalls. ‘But it was really at high school that I
was exposed to the possibilities offered by my current career.’
Her first big engineering break came at the early age of 15,
when she shunned make-up, music, malls and other humdrum
teenage holiday pursuits for a spell of vocational work at the
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), where she
saw up close and professionally what civil engineers get up to
daily. She found it immensely civil, and from that moment, was
well and truly hooked.

cidb Board member
Mal Matolong

‘I see it leading the charge for change through a continuation of world-class
construction industry standards, and striving to introduce innovative new
rubrics for the construction game. This will satisfy its vision of being a worldclass construction regulator.’

After school, Mal lost no time in plotting her path to engineering
excellence through successive degrees. She got stuck into a
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering and followed that with
a Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), majoring in transportation
engineering.

She settled into the industry with the ease of a rivet slotting
into place in Gustave Eiffel’s iconic engineering feat in Paris.
Today, she is an accomplished professional civil engineer of
more than 18 years’ standing, who calls on her experience and
suite of qualifications – which also include a Master of Project
Management and a Master of Business Administration – to
develop transportation and complex infrastructure programme
solutions. After gaining a thorough grounding with numerous
consultancy firms including one of the big five, she founded
SEFU Consulting, which allows her to indulge her love for
transport-related projects.
Early in her journey she became aware of the cidb’s role, but
serving on its Board did not cross her mind, although she was
an affiliated member of one of cidb’s key stakeholders.
Now privy to the inside track, she believes the cidb can
contribute immensely to the national agenda, notwithstanding
South Africa’s current fight to see the light through a passing
thick fog of sluggish economic growth.
‘Over the next couple of years, the cidb needs to be quick to
act and decisive in stimulating efficiencies for the benefit of its
stakeholders,’ she stresses. ‘Most importantly, it has to eliminate
barriers and impediments faced by smaller contractors, which
hold the key to the achievement of acceptable transformation
levels.
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Mal is certainly ready to play her part, bringing not only her engineering
muscle, but her considerable business acumen to the meetings of the Board,
the Registration and Regulatory Compliance Committee and the Finance
Committee.

ie. the cidb needs to be quick to act and decisive
in stimulating efficiencies for the benefit of
its stakeholders.’

But it is not a one-way street. ‘My Board colleagues are tremendously talented
and expert in their fields, and my interactions with them are personally
enriching,’ she explains. ‘I’m learning from different perspectives and leadership
styles while doing my bit for the renewal of the cidb.’
The Board is more representative than many areas of the construction
industry, with the number of women serving growing with every tenure. This
is important to Mal, who has encountered the usual gender stereotyping and
sexism during her career. She doesn’t dwell on it, she says, preferring to deflect
jibes and innuendo with a focused outlook and confidence in her abilities. ‘I am
comfortable with myself, which allows me to exude positivity,’ she elaborates.
‘I realise that adding value is the most important measure of one’s worth.’
Men actually have been among her biggest supporters as is seen in the roll call
of distinguished mentors and sponsors who have influenced her professional
growth. Think the likes of Dr Pieter Pretorius, Dr Paul Lombard, Fani Xaba and
Dr Gustav Rohde, all of whom, Mal says, created a positive and nurturing work
environment.

you can see and touch, is born to engineer. If elevating standards of living and uplifting societies
excites you, then you have the calling. The engineering profession is a great privilege.’
But, she cautions, young female engineers may have to cross more bridges than they design.
‘Apart from the considerable time needed to develop their knowledge and skills, they need to
avoid falling into the “traditional” roles that women are enticed to perform.’
And in case one was in any doubt as to whether Mal practices what she preaches, she is a keen
property developer in her spare time, and is also a budding cattle farmer.

Mal would not hesitate to recommend engineering to youngsters from
Sandton to Secunda and all dusty and asphalt streets between. In fact, she
derives great pleasure from mentoring youngsters and her enthusiasm for her
industry is not lost on them.

On the more domestic side, she whips up a mean stew. ‘Once you eat my oxtail, you will never
enjoy another,’ she laughs. She also loves a good read, dipping into several books simultaneously.
Her current reads are ‘Morning Devotional’, ‘Doughnut Economics’ and ‘Retire Rich through
Property’.

‘Engineering is a great profession,’ she stresses. ‘Anyone who is fascinated by
watching science jump off a piece of paper and materialise into something

Retirement is, of course, a concept for another lifetime. Now there is just engineering, more
engineering and, in true Mal style, an imminent Doctorate in Business Administration.
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weeks of training in electrical installation work and building automation to each
provincial winner and his or her mentor or lecturer. In previous years, we had
been able to take only the top three candidates overall, without their educators.

Kazan beckons
for construction top three

T

he final countdown to Kazan, Russia, is now an exciting
and daunting reality for South Africa’s most skilful
artisans, as they gear up emotionally, mentally, physically
and technically to take on the world’s best at the WorldSkills
2019 competition in August.
The triumphant candidates from private and TVET colleges
countrywide completed months of gruelling preparation that
included regional and provincial heats en route to the national
finals and, ultimately, the accolade of top performer in disciplines
as diverse as hairdressing, graphic design and plumbing.
And the cidb was there every step of the way for the contenders
in the construction-related categories.
In keeping with its focus on promoting construction careers
among the youth, with special emphasis on construction trade
skills, the cidb is extremely proud of its association with the
initiative, says cidb Project Manager: Construction Industry
Performance, Pranveer Harriparsadh. ‘WorldSkills increases the
visibility, prestige, quality and popularity of trade skills, especially
among learners trained at TVET colleges,’ he adds.
Previously, the cidb was involved only in the bricklaying category,
but in 2018, its scope was extended to ‘electrical installations’
and ‘plumbing and heating’.
Preparation for the event is no walk on a building site. Brain

‘The support meant that we benefited not only the students, but the institutions
that are educating our competitors. We are already seeing the benefits of this in
the standards we are observing from those colleges.’

and body must work in harmony and in earnest, skills must be
honed over many long hours, and a never-say-die attitude and
confidence in one’s skills that defeats any moment of self-doubt
must be perfected.
In the finals, participants are set two intricate projects to be
performed under the relentless ticking of the stop clock and the
eagle eye of esteemed experts trained to detect any slip of a tool
or slack in effort.
Ultimately, Mpumalanga proved to be the province of the
rising son when Mncedisi Mkhaliphi was named winner in the
bricklaying category. The kingdom of KwaZulu-Natal crowned
its queen in Philile Mngadi, the brightest spark in the electrical
installations competition, and Western Cape found its fairest in
plumbing and heating winner, Keagan Lucas.
Mncedisi believes his confidence saw him through. ‘The most
difficult part of the competition was the pressure, but I managed
to beat it,’ he laughs. He is acutely aware that pressure is
going to be his constant companion from now to August. ‘I’m
representing the country. It’s big, but I am definitely aiming for
the goal.’
Nick du Plessis, national expert for the electrical installation
competition, says the involvement of the cidb in this year’s
competition was invaluable. ‘The cidb’s funding of training and
associated expenses for contestants allowed us to offer five
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This year’s event, the 45th WorldSkills competition, will host more than 1 300 young
professionals from more than 70 countries, competing in 50 skills under the critical
gaze of more than 1 000 expert evaluators.

‘The cidb sees great value in its involvement with WorldSkills, as skills are
central to competence in the construction industry.’

Nick has no doubt that ‘his winner’ Philile will do the country proud come August.
‘She has all the traditional traits of an artisan, being quiet and focused, but
it is her attitude that makes her stand out,’ he says. ‘For example, one of the
requirements of a WorldSkills contender is physical fitness and Philile immediately
hit the gym when it emerged that she was going to Russia.’
Ryan Marsh, the expert for plumbing and heating, points out that the infrastructure
for his competition incorporated modern building techniques such as dry-wall
structures and ducting for sanitary services, elements almost never seen by the
public. ‘The exposed carcasses of the installation demonstrated the intricate
techniques and modern efficient and environment-friendly technologies that are
changing the industry’s dynamics,’ he explains. ‘The cidb assisted us in creating a
stimulating and informative display that educated audiences on the work that has
to be done for them to enjoy the comforts of a modern bathroom.’
Understandably, Ryan is as enthusiastic about the winner in his category, Keagan
Lucas, as Nick is about Philile. ‘Keagan is a very humble person who is always
eager to learn and assist where needed,’ says Ryan. ‘He is very goal-oriented and
a perfectionist at heart with the right temperament to integrate into a successful
construction team. I know that he will do his best to exceed standards in Russia.’
Keagan is determined not to let Ryan down. ‘I learnt many new things during the
competition and look forward to learning more in Russia,’ he says. ‘If I can make
it to the top 20 there, I’ll be happy, but if I win, I’ll be over the moon.’
The benefits of WorldSkills are extensive, says Pranveer. ‘It has been shown that
training, qualifying and competing in the competition equals up to five years of
professional training,’ he elaborates. ‘The experience builds character, confidence,
commitment and self-esteem, and helps to raise the quality of the standards in
vocational and education training systems.
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No place for bribery to burrow
or fraud to fester

C

harity, it is said, starts at home.
So does rooting out bribery. In
a country where the practice is
sometimes seen as a necessary part of
doing business, defeating the dubious
and the dodgy is quite an undertaking.
But the time for action is now, the cidb
Board has decreed, and it has instituted
the bold, proactive step of specifying the
SANS 1734 anti-bribery management
system (ABMS) as the best practice
certification for Grade 9 enterprises.
In so doing, the cidb will stay true to
its key focus of a transformed industry,
underpinned by consistent and ethical
procurement practices.
Not content with that, the organisation
will promote its adoption among grades
7 and 8 contractors.
And it is going the extra graft-grappling
mile by implementing the system itself to
demonstrate commitment to an ethical
business culture and set an example of
becoming a world-class regulator. It is
among the first local organisations to
adopt the ABMS.

‘We have a role and responsibility to
demonstrate leadership in the fight
against bribery, fraud and corruption,’
says cidb Manager: Audit Risk and
Governance, Johannes Makhubela, ‘but
we also recognise that we’re not immune
to unethical behaviour, particularly relating
to transactions for contractor registration.
We have long strived to reduce our
exposure to risk, but SANS 1734 will
strengthen our existing efforts.’
SANS 1734 has a wide scope that will
permeate every area of cidb business,
adds Johannes, including leadership
commitment and responsibility to ethical
business practices; policies and procedures,
including declarations of interest; financial
controls; delegations of authority; risk,
compliance and fraud management
processes, and registration.
A project partner has been appointed in
the Industry Compliance and Certification
Authority of South Africa (ICCASA)
to provide training en route to SANS
accreditation.

No time is being lost in getting down to
ABMS business, says the project leader of
ICCASA, Jerry Ramdunee. ‘The project’s
conceptual framework was approved
in December 2018 and a gap analysis
conducted in January and February
2019 to uncover voids in business and
operational activities through which
unscrupulous tactics could squeeze.’
Skills capacitation training is now being
rolled out to all staff, covering corporate
governance, ethics, legal requirements,
risk management and internal auditing.
This phase will be concluded by end-June,
after which a generic ABMS toolkit will
be provided to the cidb to be used with
the gap analysis report as a basis for
system implementation. ‘This paves the
way for a final assessment in early-2020,
and certification,’ says Project Manager:
Construction Industry Performance,
Pumelele Qongqo.

This is significant, says Jerry, in a sector historically plagued by collusion and corruption. ‘The reasons for this are numerous and include the uniqueness of projects, which lends itself
to kickbacks and inflated costs,’ he says. ‘The high number of outsourced tasks hampers effective oversight and the many stages of complex projects aid in concealing false claims
and added costs. A lack of transparency and prevalence of monopolies exacerbate the situation. ‘
The country cannot afford to gloss over bribery and corruption, warns Jerry. ‘They represent a material risk to our constitutional democracy and, with poverty and unemployment,
threaten economic development and social advancement. Viewed in this light, SANS 1734 is not merely another standard, but a game-changer.’
A game change is way overdue if the dismal situation detailed in the Corruption Watch Analysis of Corruption Trends 2018 report is an indication. The report notes increases in
corruption in education, state-owned enterprises, municipalities and health facilities and states: ‘We need to see corruption for what it truly is – a malignancy, a devious act of
immorality that harms all over a long period and a problem that we most certainly can overcome just as long as we remain vigilant and firm in our efforts to encourage and protect
those willing to blow the whistle on corruption.’

While SANS 1734 is not a cure-all, it
denotes that an organisation has taken
reasonable measures to quash criminality.
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And it’s not just she who thinks so. Numerous awards won over
the years speaks of the esteem in which the construction and
fencing community holds her. She was Technology for Women
in Business construction winner in 2002, ‘Most influential
woman in business’ (construction) in 2013 and runner-up for
the cidb Women in Construction Excellence award for 2011,
among others.

No fence-sitting
on Amabamba’s service

T

alent and drive are certainly not ring-fenced where Sharon
Isaacs and her dynamic team are concerned. Sharon is the
spitfire who has piloted Amabamba Fencing through 23
highly successful years of providing security solutions to satisfied
customers.
The product of her determination as a then-single mother to
provide her son, Stanford, with a better life, Sharon started
Amabamba in 1996, having spent 15 years in the fencing
industry. Today, Stanford and his younger brother, Timothy,
are her biggest fans, thankful that she took the plunge that
ultimately provided them with life’s creature comforts.
With little indication of what was to come, Sharon started at
Fang Fences and Guards in 1981, selling wire over the counter.
Two years later she was moved to bookkeeping. ‘I was thrown
in at the deep end, with only a Grade 10 in accountancy,’ she
recalls. ‘I was very nervous.’ She needn’t have been and soon
mastered wages, cashbook, debtors and creditors, and was
making a great success of the figures.
Then it was on to buying, which she did for a number of
years. She moved companies and gained even more valuable
experience in bookkeeping and costing. Four years later, she
was back at Fang, where her employer, John Swart, encouraged
her to take a leap of faith into the business world. Her company
was born, aptly named Amabamba Fencing, as it allowed her to
sink her teeth into the business she loved.

‘John assisted and mentored me for four years,’ she remembers
fondly. ‘He taught me how to be honest and ethical in all
spheres of business.
‘I still call on him today if I need to. He is a godsend.’
Clearly, John saw something special in Sharon, as he stood
surety for her when she had no assets to put forward.
Finance sorted, Sharon set about making her palisade all the
rage and her nylofor to die for among prospective customers in
and around Cape Town. Those who now swear by Amabamba’s
service include government departments, parastatals and
private corporations. Her client list reads like a who’s who of
organisations across all three cape provinces and Free State.
There’s Eskom, Roshcon, Department of Public Works, Prasa,
Denel, Aveng-Grinaker, Group Five and many more.
Shaun Marshall says Amabamba has been a preferred supplier
to his company, Edge to Edge Construction, for three years. ‘We
do work for the Department of Education at various schools and
we have found the Amabamba team most professional.’
Sharon believes that it is her experience, business sense and
meticulous approach that have enabled her to reach the heights
she has.
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Sharon has maintained a long relationship with the cidb and
currently enjoys Grade 7 accreditation in the ‘specialised
contractors’ category.
She follows a time-honoured recipe of high service standards,
integrity and honest-to-goodness products that fit the bill.
And there is the little matter of her management team having
more than a century of expertise. Sales director, Nic Pieterse,
and financial manager, Cicelene Fransman, have both been by
her side since 2000, two pillars of a 45-strong team.
The team is extremely community minded and takes the idiom
‘good fences make good neighbours’ literally.
The creches in Philippi and Khayelitsha, and primary schools in
Manenberg and Montague that sport Amabamba fencing are
very close to Sharon’s heart, as she is firm believer in uplifting
the communities around her. ‘We sponsor a community project
each year and base our relationships with our neighbours on
respect and consideration, while minimising our environmental
impact.’
The last four years have been momentous for the company,
with 2014’s turnover topping R42 million, thanks mostly to a
Free State project for Eskom, and a City of Cape Town twoyear contract valued at R45 million following in 2016. Late last
year, the company bought its own premises and all but one of
the vehicles are paid up.

As a strong woman in a tough industry, Sharon Isaacs has been
badmouthed and accused of running a front company, but it only made
her more determined and, with R18 million in orders currently on her
books, she is leaving her detractors choking on their sour grapes.

She doesn’t foresee a day when she will diversify. ‘Fencing is my passion and I have made my mark in this
very male-dominated environment,’ she says proudly. ‘I will continue to specialise in fencing and challenge
issues that affect my industry, for the benefit of all involved.’
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Transformation still
puttering along in the slow lane

T

he president may have said the
word ‘transformation’ only three
times during his 8 712-word State
of the Nation address, but he has a way
of adding Ramaphorian impetus to a
concept that has the nation opening
its ears. The crucial drive for a more
demographically representative society is
no exception.
Transformation remains one of the
most oft-spoken words in South Africa,
echoing through corporate corridors and
reverberating off the walls of meeting
rooms from Musina to Cape Aguhlas,
Alexander Bay to Kosi Bay, and all points
between. It is the subject of papers and
publications, studies and seminars.
In early-February, more than 200 highlevel delegates gathered at the Council
for Scientific and Industrial Research
International Conference Centre to ‘ignite
the possibilities’. The occasion was the
annual Council for the Built Environment
(CBE) Transformation Indaba and it
painted a bleak picture of the state of
play in the construction industry.

Delegates listened attentively as CBE
chief executive officer, Priscilla Mdladlose,
described an industry in urgent need
of racial reinvention. Transformation in
the built environment, she stated, has
progressed at a slower rate than in other
sectors, such as finance, with only 26% of
registered built environment professionals
being previously disadvantaged and a
mere 0.3% of registered professionals
being women.
The situation is borne out by statistics in
the cidb’s latest Construction Monitor on
Transformation, released in January and
covering the 2018 calendar year.
The report, which extracts information
from the cidb registers of contractors and
projects, and the Consulting Engineers
South Africa (CESA) Bi-Annual Economic
and Capacity Survey and membership
database, shows that the state of
transformation actually decreases as cidb
grades increase and that the percentage
of black-owned large enterprises
remained unchanged from that of
January 2018, at 20%.

‘Fewer than 40% of cidb-registered
enterprises at Grade 9 are blackowned,’ says Pumelele Qongqo, cidb
Project Manager: Construction Industry
Performance. ‘Although black ownership
representation has shown improvement
over time, at the higher grades it has not
increased significantly over the past three
years,’ he explains.
In the professional sector, there is
movement among black-owned qualifying
small enterprises, however, where the
number has increased from 25% to 30%
and, among black-owned exempted
micro enterprises, whose numbers have
risen from 35% to 50%. Large enterprises
remain at 20% black-owned.

woman-owned contractors moving to higher grades.
Black-owned contractors (51% and more) are claiming 58%
of public sector awards and percentages of work accessed in
Grade 9 (higher value contract awards) are low. Women-owned
contractors access around 24% of total public contract awards.

The report shows that there is
little difference between black
ownership of 51% and above
and 90% and above.

Evidently, the cidb ideal of ‘90% or more of the capacity of
the construction industry is 90% or more black-owned, and
delivers 90% or more of construction contracts by value’ is far
off, but Priscilla hinted during the CBE indaba at a silver lining,
when she explained that CBE’s analysis of built environment
professional candidacy indicates that the majority of participants
are from previously disadvantaged groups and that women
candidates now make up 35% of all candidate built environment
professionals, raising hope that transformation will accelerate in
future.

Almost 30% of all contracting enterprises
are women-owned at levels of 51% and
higher. Woman-ownership in grades 2
to 6 has decreased over time, but has
increased in grades 7 to 9, due in part to

As the president said, when he was not yet the president: ‘For
more than two decades, South Africans from all walks of life
have been working to build a united, equal and caring society
from the ruins of racial oppression. But our long walk to freedom
is far from over.’
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Down under a dinkum great experience
for cidb crew

W

e know it as the home of hatless men who eat
vegemite sandwiches, roos and cute tree-hugging
bears, and Michael Hooper and the lads, our biggest
scrum and lineout rivals. But scratch the surface a little and
Australia has a few business tricks for us on the other side of
the hemisphere, as a cidb delegation of Board members and
management discovered when it said ‘g’day mate’ to Melbourne
and Sydney in September last year.
The study tour – which took in the governments of Victoria
and New South Wales – revealed the latest registration
and procurement trends in bridging the gap between the
government and the private sector.
The trip was a fact-finder to inform the planned upgrade of
the cidb Register of Contractors (RoC) and the upcoming
development of a procurement framework policy.
Consequently, Victoria’s construction suppliers register (CSR)
was of particular interest (a similar system is in place in New
South Wales). It is a Department of Treasury and Finance
database of prequalified suppliers of construction works and
services. As with the RoC, suppliers are classed according to
their expertise, capacity and capability for specific work types
and contract values, but prequalification takes it up a notch.

The database is open to any suppliers looking to secure work
from the Victoria government and is a very solid resource, the
delegation discovered. It weeds out fly-by-nights and streamlines
the tender process as clients select from a pool of pre-assessed
providers.
The process cuts down on the time and burden of tendering, as
the two don’t exist in isolation of each other. Such an approach
could hold promise for South Africa, as registers of its nature
should, it was felt, have an impact and significance on how
infrastructure projects are implemented by departments.
The register provided food for thought, particularly as the RoC
criteria review aims to balance financial requirements with
contractor performance.
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It was thought that, based on the success of the Australian
system, enforcing financial assessments from Grade 6
could be considered locally, as could including mandatory
performance requirements as part of the grading criteria
to improve effectiveness over time, ensure performance
and minimise client risk.

It reduces the time and cost of preparing bids; focuses
more on planning, objectives and outcomes than on
administration; supports fair, transparent and openly
competitive tender processes; improves dialogue with
industry participants, and standardises procurement
processes across government.

It may also be beneficial for contractors to attend
compulsory annual training sessions and, for certain
grades, to apply construction management systems.

The approach demonstrates the value in introducing
minimum accreditation requirements for procurement
officials for all client departments and consultants
involved in construction procurement.

What the delegation witnessed reiterated the importance
of uniform application of procurement policies and
processes to ensure appropriate planning and managing
of procurement outcomes. It also revealed the need
for the cidb Standard for Uniformity to include the
requirements of the Infrastructure Delivery Management
System, for the cidb to take a more pronounced advisory
role in construction-related policies and prescripts and
in monitoring their implementation, and for enhancing
registration criteria to assess contractor capability rather
than just capacity.
With all its good points, one area in which Australia
was viewed as lagging is inclusivity. Transformation, the
visitors found, is not as far advanced as in South Africa and
although indigenous business people are encouraged to
register, the CSR is a long way from being representative.
The delegation was also briefed on Victoria’s rail transport
overhaul – the biggest in its history – which prompted
a reform of the procurement framework. New South
Wales, too, is upgrading its procurement system.
The new framework decrees that the amount of planning
and preparation undertaken should match the risk and
complexity of the procurement.

This observation reinforced the feeling that the cidb
should own its legislative mandate and have a strong and
visible role in monitoring client compliance to prescripts.
Another impressive aspect of the Australian system was
the time and thoroughness devoted to procurement
planning before a project is realised. This serves to
eliminate almost all implementation risks and helps
the government to capitalise on its unprecedented
infrastructure investment.
It may be of value locally to look more closely at
standardisation of procurement processes across the
three spheres of government, and at reducing tendering
time and costs, which would enhance the government’s
capabilities.

policies across different departments and for the cidb to
play a visible and forceful role in seeing that best practices
become the norm.

The delegation was struck by the way things get done,
with no duplication of tasks, no ambiguity, and constant
monitoring of projects and processes.

Whilst the trip provided many nuggets of value that could
influence local developments, any changes have to take
place within the framework of local legislation.

However, South Africa is not far behind, with an
opportunity to improve participation on government

Australia was the first stop on a tour of best practices
that will see cidb delegations visit Singapore, South
Korea and Malaysia during 2019.
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The functionality of functionality

C

idb National Stakeholder Forum (NSF) meetings are
traditionally cauldrons of contentious issues, debated
with fervour, defended with dedication and challenged
with zeal. Some really hot potatoes resurface meeting after
meeting. Such was the case at the Register of Contractors (RoC)
focused NSF meeting in November, where the f-word tripped
off the tongues of many a delegate.
Even Minister of Public Works Thulas Nxesi let it drop during his
address, referring to its use and abuse.
The word is, of course, ‘functionality’ and it stirs up emotions
and opinions in a way few other tender-related terms do.
Although not an official agenda item of the NSF meeting of 23
November 2018, it certainly made its presence felt.
Acting CEO, Ebrahim Moola, mentioned the specification of
unreasonable requirements by clients as a stumbling block,
which must be balanced with the need for clients to drive
development. ‘Are clients specifying requirements that are
deliberately or unreasonably exclusionary?’ he asked.
Yes, came the resounding reply.
A delegate representing the business community explained

Weighing up all opinions, consensus was that functionality is problematic in many
ways, not least that it adds to the administrative burden of tenders, and is open
to interpretation.

that a client who had been involved in the Bus Rapid Transport
System in Tshwane was deemed inappropriate for an almost
identical job in eThekwini. ‘In terms of functionality, he did not
qualify, although he had done the same project in Tshwane,’ he
explained.

On a positive note, the meeting did produce recommendations that would make
functionality more palatable. Templates linked to the Standard for Uniformity
were mooted, which would make the assessment more objective without taking
away client accountability for procurement and its outcomes.

‘In our experience, functionality is not consistent, even in terms
of the experience required of contractors in the same grades,’
commented another speaker. ‘We need the cidb to ensure
consistency in the application of functionality.’

Some believe this is the way to go. ‘There needs to be uniformity in tendering’,
stressed a delegate. ‘There should be a template that is non-negotiable, where
one can specify, for example, the number of years’ experience of one’s team
members in a specific field.’

A provincial government executive expressed his dislike of
the word. ‘I don’t like functionality because I feel there are
better ways of risk mitigation,’ he elaborated. ‘Very rarely is
functionality objective. If you give a functionality assessment to
three different scorers without briefing them, the three scores
will be vastly different.’

There was also a call for cidb intervention where functionality is abused or misused
and education of clients in the application of functionality based on their unique
operational needs.

Another participant was unequivocal, stating that: ‘We don’t
need functionality. We want to work with contractors and
professionals who are performing. The performance report is a
direct and non-subjective indicator of this.’
The problem is in the word, added another. ‘Functionality should
be replaced with “transformation and development”.‘
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The strengthening of cidb grading criteria to enhance RoC performance as a
procurement risk management tool would be helpful, as it would increase client
reliance on the quality and strength of cidb grades and limit usage of functionality.

‘Functionality should be
replaced with
“transformation and development”.‘

As Minister Nxesi said at the meeting: ‘The reliability of the Register of Contractors
is critical to determining the extent to which clients can rely on the quality of
the contractors on the register.’ He indicated that there should be less padding
of procurement requirements with additional quality requirements to mitigate
procurement risks.
The debate continues.
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